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O n July 22, 2007, turkey faces early parlia-
mentary elections. the polls were called 
after the political debacle in april and 

May when the ruling Justice and Development Party 
(aKP) moved to legislatively elect aKP member 
and foreign minister abdullah gul to the presidency. 
at that time, rallies by millions of people, interven-
tion by the constitutional court, and a military 
declaration blocked the aKP from achieving its 
goal. When the parliament failed to elect a president, 
as stipulated in the turkish constitution, it dissolved 
itself so that a fresh parliament could be formed to 
elect the president. since then, turkish politics have 
been in limbo. 

for starters, outgoing president ahmet Necdet 
sezer continues to act as president. The parliament 
to be elected on July 22 will have only thirty days 
to elect a new president by a two-thirds majority, 
which, depending on the election results, may not 
be possible. if no president is elected, dissolution of 
the parliament and new elections are required. even 
if the parliament formed after July 22 elects a new 
president, a recent aKP constitutional amendment 
stipulates that the president be elected through 
direct popular vote. The constitutional court has 
sent this amendment—a popular proposition in any 
democracy—to a referendum on october 21, when 
it is likely to pass.

this development promises great political uncer-
tainty: turkey will be electing its president while both 
changing the way it elects a president and holding 
general elections for a new government. accordingly, 

turkey faces at least three ballots in four months: early 
elections on July 22, a referendum on october 21, and 
presidential elections after that. Moreover, a fourth 
election may be required for a new parliament if the 
one elected on July 22 is unable to elect a new president 
within the thirty-day deadline. Will turkey’s turmoil 
come to an end on July 22? Who will win in the elec-
tions, and will the country find political stability then?

at the moment, predicting the election results 
based on turkish opinion polls is an arduous task. The 
polls suggest widely differing outcomes. for instance, 
some surveys say that the ruling aKP, a party with 
an islamist pedigree, might win over 40 percent of 
the vote, while others put the aKP vote at about 25 
percent, on par with the opposition left-national-
ist Republican People’s Party (chP).� one way of 
avoiding the uncertainty of the broader polls would 
be to conduct a detailed analysis of the likely elec-
tion results across turkey’s regions, aggregating those 
findings to estimate the overall outcome. This meth-
odology should also provide hints about the likely 
government in turkey after July 22 as well as the 
postelection political environment. 

1. some election scenarios can be viewed at “seçim senaryoları” 
(election scenarios), Sabah (istanbul), July 19, 2007 (available 
online at onwww.sabah.com.tr/2007/06/19/haber,cf8993616B
7D457fafD0c9ae6c2039B6.html); ertuğ yaşar, “İlk seçim 
senaryoları” (first election scenarios), in the turkish business 
newspaper Referans (istanbul), May 9, 2007 (available online at 
www.referansgazetesi.com/haber.aspx?hBR_KoD=67305&yZR_
KoD=86&forarsiv=1); and “Patronların anketinden Çıkan 
seçim sonuçları” (election results from the bosses’ poll), Milliyet 
(istanbul), June 19, 2007 (available online at www.milliyet.com.
tr/2007/06/19/son/soneko13.asp).
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Electoral Thresholds for a New AKP 
Government
in the outgoing turkish parliament, only the aKP 
and the chP are represented. The chP is the only 
opposition party in the parliament because a 10 per-
cent minimum electoral threshold barred the other 
fragmented secular parties from parliament follow-
ing the November 2002 elections. What is more, the 
threshold allocated the seats that would have gone 
to the smaller parties mostly to the aKP, giving the 
party a legislative supermajority after having actually 
won only one-third of the seats. This picture might 
change on July 22.

at the moment, three parties—the aKP, the chP, 
and the Nationalist action Party (MhP), a right-
nationalist party—seem likely to cross the threshold 
to enter parliament. The populist-nationalist young 
Party (gP) and perhaps the center-right true Path 
Party (DyP)—now renamed the Democrat Party 
(DP)—each hold a slim chance of scaling the thresh-
old and entering parliament as well. the Kurdish-
nationalist Democratic society Party (DtP), which 
is unlikely to surpass the threshold, is running inde-
pendent candidates and might gain about two dozen 
seats in the 550-seat parliament. (in the turkish elec-
tion system, independent candidates do not have to 
cross the national threshold to enter parliament as 
long as they win in their respective provinces.)

What are the chances that the aKP will gain a 
legislative majority to form a government after July 
22? statistically speaking, in a four-party parliament 
(with aKP, chP, MhP, and DtP represented), the 
aKP could gain a legislative majority if it receives 35 
to 37 percent of the votes. in a five-party parliament 
(with aKP, chP, MhP, DtP, and gP or DP repre-
sented), the aKP would need at least 36 to 38 percent 
of the votes to gain a majority of the seats.�

Turkish Regions in the Elections: Issues 
and Winners
Will the aKP cross the crucial 35 to 38 percent 
threshold, and how many parties will enter parliament 

2. an interactive screening in turkish of how votes correspond to the 
seats in parliament is available online at Arı movement’s website 
(www.bilinclioy.com).

on July 22? The answers to both these questions can 
be predicted from a detailed regional analysis of the 
likely election results. for the sake of this analysis, 
turkey can be seen as composed of six regions.

Anatolian Heartland
This region is in the country’s interior, extending from 
sivas and Kayseri in the east to Kutahya and isparta 
in the west, with two panhandles jutting north to the 
Black sea, the first along the sakarya River valley 
(sakarya, Duzce, and Bolu provinces) and the second 
along the yesilirmak River valley (samsun and tokat 
provinces). sending 113 deputies to parliament, this 
rural area with twenty-one provinces and 7,544,330 
voters is essentially a conservative-nationalist heart-
land. This political trend dominates even in the area’s 
large cities, such as Konya and Kayseri. the region 
votes for conservative parties, as it did for the islamist 
Welfare Party (RP) in 1995. at the same time, however, 
the area has strong nationalist reflexes and shies away 
from islamist parties that confront the much-respected 
military. hence, after the 1997 showdown between the 
RP and the military, in the 1999 elections, this region 
moved en masse from the RP to the MhP.� in 2002, 
when the aKP was formed by cadres who suggested a 
clean break with the RP, the heartland shifted to the 
aKP, enticed by the party’s conservatism. 

Will the anatolian heartland stay with the aKP 
on July 22? today, continuing terrorist attacks by the 
Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) combined with the 
aKP’s resulting inability to deliver security against 
the PKK are eroding the aKP’s popularity in this 
region. at another time, the aKP would have already 
lost votes en masse to the MhP in the anatolian 
heartland. currently, however, the aKP’s politically 
savvy message—that the party’s attempt to elect for-
eign Minister gul to the presidency in april–May 
2006 was blocked by secular turks and their institu-
tions “because gul is religious,” and that such “injus-
tice can be undone”� by supporting the aKP—is hit-
ting very close to home among the rural heartland’s 

3. Results for all the previous general elections in turkey are available 
online in turkish (www.belgenet.net).

4. author interviews with turkish politicians, istanbul ( June 12, 
2007) and ankara ( June 19, 2007).
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conservative voters. accordingly, the aKP’s rhetoric 
on “electing a religious president” (a conservative 
emphasis) seems to be dampening the negative effect 
of the PKK problem (a nationalist issue) on the par-
ty’s popularity in this conservative-nationalist area. 

What is more, the aKP has been generous in 
handing out subsidies to farmers in this predomi-
nantly rural area and the rest of the country. The turk-
ish daily Zaman reported on June 3 that in 2006, the 
aKP distributed us$4 billion in subsidies to farm-
ers,� an amount that translates to us$974 per fam-
ily—no small figure in rural turkey, where average 
annual family income stands at us$1,915, according 
to the turkish National statistical institute (tuiK).� 
accordingly, the aKP can be expected to emerge 
strongly in the anatolian heartland. The MhP will 
likely follow behind. the chP, which has a power 
base among rural alevi voters in this area, could be 
the third party.� The DP and gP will trail behind as 
the fourth and the fifth parties.

Coastal Turkey
this largely urban area includes most of the coun-
try’s littoral provinces along the Mediterranean and 
the aegean seas (from icel [Mersin] in the south 
to edirne in the north), thrace, and the caucasus 
provinces (ardahan and artvin, which have strongly 
secular georgian and turkish populations) in the 
northeast. sending eighty-three deputies to parlia-
ment, this region of eleven provinces and 7,194,361 
voters is turkey’s secular heartland. coastal turkey, 
including metropolitan izmir, favored the chP in 
the 2002 elections and is likely to do so again in large 
numbers. Nevertheless, rising concerns over the PKK 
issue may give the MhP, which has not historically 

5. the full version of this news report is in “sıkıntılara Rağmen 
tarımda gelir İkiye Katlandı” (Despite difficulties, agricultural 
income has doubled), Zaman (istanbul), June 3, 2007. available 
online (www.zaman.com.tr/webapp-tr/haber.do?haberno=559048). 

6. “880 bin aile ayda 190 ytl ile geçiniyor” (880 thousand families 
survive on 190 ytl monthly salary), citing tuiK figures, Milliyet 
(istanbul), December 26, 2006. available online (www.milliyet.
com.tr/2006/12/26/ekonomi/eko01.html).

7. for more on the alevis and their support for the chP, see soner 
cagaptay, “secularism and foreign Policy in turkey: New elec-
tions, troubling trends,”Policy Focus no. 67 (Washington insti-
tute for Near east Policy, april 2007). available online (www. 
washingtoninstitute.org/print.php?template=c04&ciD=268).

had a strong showing in coastal turkey, a moderately 
good outcome at the polls this time. a third party 
likely to perform well here is the gP, which seems 
to be appealing to the population whose roots are in 
the Balkans and central europe. a majority of the 
millions of turkish and Muslim immigrants perse-
cuted in and expelled from the Balkans and central 
europe over the past centuries live in coastal turkey 
where the gP, whose leader is of Bosnian origin, had 
its strongest overall regional performance in the 2002 
elections. This region is the aKP’s weakest base area 
across turkey. overall, after the chP, the aKP, the 
MhP, and the gP will compete for second place in 
this region, and the DP will come just behind.

Varos
the lower-middle-class districts of the large indus-
trial-service-economy cities, which are known as the 
varos, can be considered “fortress aKP” in the elec-
tions. in the 1980s and 1990s, turkish cities went 
through a population boom caused by immigrants 
from the anatolian heartland and southeastern tur-
key flooding these urban areas for work. today, these 
immigrants and their varos neighborhoods constitute 
a plurality, in some cases a majority, of the population 
in large cities. for the purposes of this analysis, four 
of turkey’s five largest cities (istanbul, ankara, adana, 
and Bursa) as well as Kocaeli (izmit) and yalova, two 
industrial provinces in the istanbul conurbation, with 
13,784,396 voters and 140 parliamentary deputies, can 
be considered as a bloc in the upcoming elections. 

What unites these cities is not that they have large 
varos populations, but that they are controlled by the 
aKP; therefore, chP-controlled izmir, turkey’s third-
largest city, is excluded from the bloc. The aKP’s con-
trol of the municipal governments has been crucial to 
the party’s electoral success and will continue on July 
22. The aKP’s predecessor, RP, took control of these 
cities in 1994 and ruled them until the april 2003 
local elections, when the aKP took the baton. The RP 
and the aKP, built on the RP networks, developed 
elaborate grassroots machinery in these six areas, cre-
ating databases and reaching out to individual varos 
inhabitants. This machinery now brings strong sup-
port for the aKP in the varos. 
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The aKP provides jobs and contracts for the varos 
population through the municipal governments. it 
also doles out free goods, school supplies, and coal for 
heating in these neighborhoods through city govern-
ments. in June, for example, in the tuzla borough of 
istanbul, a mostly varos neighborhood, residents were 
given a ton of free coal per family, well ahead of the 
winter but in time for the elections.� such clientelist 
mechanisms provide a social safety network as well as 
a means of upward mobility and extra income. tuzla 
residents who use gas for heating said they would sell 
their coal to people in their countryside hometowns 
for cash. Thus these mechanisms have created a loyal 
base for the aKP in the varos, with the exception of 
the alevis who vote for the chP and other secular 
parties. lately, the PKK issue seems to be eroding 
part of the aKP base in the varos, moving some voters 
to the gP, the only party other than the aKP whose 
leader seems capable of projecting a strong political 
appeal in the varos. Nevertheless, overall support for 
the aKP seems steadfast in the varos. 

in fact, as long as the aKP controls the local gov-
ernments of istanbul and the other aforementioned 
cities, it is unlikely to lose the elections there. the 
aKP’s control over the varos is a self-feeding politi-
cal tool. The election debate in the varos is not over 
secularism or even politics, but rather about monetary 
dispensation—over which the aKP has full con-
trol. hence, the chP, which has weak networks in 
the varos, will likely do well only in the middle- and 
upper-middle-class neighborhoods of these cities. in 
this regard, recent political mobilization over secular-
ism in these neighborhoods, as demonstrated in mass 
rallies attended by millions of middle-class turks, 
especially women, will add to the party’s already 
strong support base in those areas. 

Meanwhile, given the fragmented nature of the 
center-right parties and the recent failure of the cen-
ter-right DyP and Motherland Party (aNaP) to 
unite, the center-right vote in the large cities is up for 
grabs. Recognizing this fact, the aKP has appointed 
center-right candidates to appeal to these middle-
class voters. the chP and MhP have followed 

8. author interviews with turkish citizens, istanbul, June 13, 2007.

suit. hence, the center-right votes will likely be split 
among the aKP, the chP, and the MhP. 

overall, a strong aKP will be followed by the 
chP in this region, while the MhP and the gP, both 
also attracting voters angry about the PKK issue, will 
likely emerge closely behind the chP as the third 
and fourth parties.

Middle Turkey
This region comprises the country’s mixed-economy 
(agricultural-industrial) provinces along the Black 
sea and in western anatolia (an area extending from 
Balikesir in the north to Denizli in the south and 
eskisehir in the east). in addition, the region includes 
the amanos mountain provinces (gaziantep, Kilis, 
hatay, and osmaniye) with similar economic condi-
tions. The region also contains the caucasus provinces 
of Kars and igdir, whose azeri populations, though 
largely poor and rural as in the anatolian heartland, 
shy away from the aKP. This region has twenty-two 
provinces, 8,235,508 voters, and 110 parliamentary 
deputies. 

given its economic mix, the region is neither pre-
dominantly urban, like coastal turkey, nor rural con-
servative, like the anatolian heartland. hence, this 
area can be seen as turkey’s most level playing field in 
the elections between the aKP, the chP, the MhP, 
and even the DP, which has traditionally strong 
appeal among rural voters in western anatolia. The 
aKP will benefit from its appeal among conservative 
rural voters, as in the anatolian heartland, and among 
lower-middle-class urban voters, as in the varos. The 
PKK security issue will win votes for the MhP here, 
and the debate over secularism will bring middle-class, 
as well as alevi, voters to the chP. The DP, follow-
ing suit, will likely do better in this area than in any 
other region of the country. The gP will likely follow 
the DP.

Southeast
This area in predominantly Kurdish southeastern tur-
key consists of twelve provinces and 2,696,324 voters; 
it has fifty-four deputies in parliament. Dominated 
by sunni Kurds, of whom many maintain tribal affin-
ities, the rural region votes almost exclusively either 
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Kurdish nationalist or islamist. since the 1990s, the 
region’s political oats have been spread between Kurd-
ish nationalist parties, running in this election as the 
Democratic society Party (DtP), and islamist par-
ties from the RP to the new aKP. in the countryside, 
such voting usually follows the directives of tribal 
leaders, in accordance with agreements between those 
leaders and the political parties.� The DtP and the 
aKP will split almost all the votes in this area, while 
other parties that have localized support, such as the 
DP, will trail behind in a distant third position. The 
DtP will likely win around 90 percent, and perhaps 
all, of its parliamentary seats from this region. 

Because the DtP is running independent can-
didates in the southeast to circumvent the national 
threshold, with more than fifty independent can-
didate names on the ballots in some provinces, this 
region might become a postelection hot spot for 
balloting recounts, causing a significant delay in 
the final results of the elections. typically, the night 
of the turkish elections, most major media can call 
the winner, and final results are declared in the days 
immediately after the elections by the high election 
commission, an independent monitoring body. in 
this election, a delay of the final results in the south-
east could throw off the tight countrywide schedule, 
i.e., voting for parliament on July 22, then electing a 
new president in the parliament thirty days after the 
legislature is formed, then holding a referendum on 
october 22 for direct presidential elections.

Euphrates River Valley
this mostly rural region with some industrial base 
includes provinces along the euphrates River belt 
from erzurum in the north to Malatya and sanli-
urfa in the south. This mixed sunni-alevi and turk-
ish-Kurdish region contains nine provinces whose 
3,061,644 voters elect fifty legislative seats. since the 
1980s, the majority sunnis in this region have been 
voting in overwhelming numbers for islamist and 
conservative parties in what seems like a response to 
the alevis, who identify with secularism and the chP. 

9. author interviews with turkish citizens in Mardin (turkey), June 
15 and 16, 2007.

this issue being the main political fault line in the 
region, support for Kurdish nationalism and the DtP 
is marginal despite the presence of many Kurds in the 
region. The euphrates valley is where the aKP will 
have its strongest performance in the country on July 
22, exceeding 50 percent of the vote in some provinces. 
The chP will follow with about half as many votes. 
Because the euphrates valley envelops the southeast 
region where the PKK has inflicted many casualties, 
the MhP could benefit from an anti-PKK backlash 
here, coming close to the chP’s performance. The 
DtP and DP will likely emerge as distant fourth and 
fifth parties in this area.

Strategies and Wild Cards
given the preceding analysis, the aKP currently 
seems poised to emerge on July 22 as the first party 
in a four-party (or, less likely, five-party) parliament.�0 
Whether the aKP can form a government by itself 
then largely depends on whether the party retains 35 
to 38 percent support of the electorate in the polls. 
This development, in turn, depends on several factors 
that could add to or subtract from the aKP’s popu-
larity before the elections.

Cross-Border Operation into Northern Iraq
The biggest wild card of the elections is what, if any-
thing, turkey will do with respect to the PKK pres-
ence in and attacks from northern iraq. in this regard, 
the aKP wants to enter the elections from a posi-
tion of strength, by suggesting that the option of a 
cross-border operation into iraq is on the table. yet, 
by switching the onus of initiating such an opera-
tion to the military—on July 5, foreign Minister gul 
said that an operation would take place if the mili-
tary requested it��—the aKP is also deferring to the 
military the issue’s political responsibility and likely 
political fallouts in iraq, including fallouts for the u.s.-

10. an even less likely scenario, though an ideal one for the aKP, is 
a three-party parliament (with aKP, chP, and DtP) in which 
the aKP would have a supermajority, as is the case in the current 
parliament.

11. for the full report in turkish, see “asker İsterse Kuzey irak’a yarın 
gireriz” (if the army wants, we will enter northern iraq tomorrow), 
cNNturk.com, July 5, 2007. available online (www.cnnturk.com/
tuRKiye/haber_detay.asp?PiD=318&haberiD=372066). 
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turkish relationship. The turkish military, in turn, has 
suggested that an operation into northern iraq would 
be possible only after government authorization by 
means of a parliamentary motion, a technical neces-
sity under the turkish constitution.�� With this equi-
librium in place, further PKK violence coupled with 
little aKP action against the PKK is likely to hurt the 
party’s popularity. 

Coalition with the DTP
another factor that may influence the polls is the 
aKP’s policy on a likely postelection coalition with 
the DtP. on June 16, aKP leader Recep tayyip 
erdogan said in agri—a city where the DtP has a 
strong base—that he would not object to a postelec-
tion coalition with the DtP.�� The aKP may indeed 
need support from other parties to muster a parlia-
mentary majority and form a government after the 
elections. an actual coalition with the DtP, however, 
is unlikely. Most turks consider the DtP to be related 
to the PKK in the same way sinn fein is related to 
the iRa. almost confirming such an assessment, on 
July 9, prominent DtP member and Diyarbakir mayor 
osman Baydemir characterized the PKK as “armed 
Kurdish opposition.”�� The aKP can be expected to 
shy away from a coalition with the DtP because such 
a move might be detrimental, if not suicidal. hence, 
rather than suggesting a postelection coalition, erdo-
gan’s statement should be seen as a preelection politi-
cal move to reach out to the Kurdish voters, and not 
necessarily to those in pro-DtP agri but to those in 
the varos of istanbul and other large cities.

The Presidential Election
a third issue intricately tied to the parliamentary elec-
tions is the presidential election. as mentioned before, 

12. see, for example, cNNturk report on chief of staff gen. yaşar 
Buyukanıt’s speech. ercüment alhan, “hükümete yazılı talep 
Veremem” (i cannot make a written request to the government), 
cNNturk.com, May 31, 2007. available online (www.cnnturk.
com/tuRKiye/haber_detay.asp?PiD=318&haberiD=355262). 

13. for the full report, see “erdoğan’dan DtP ile Koalisyona açık 
Kapı” (open door to coalition with DtP by erdogan), Mil-
liyet (istanbul), June 17, 2007. available online (www.milliyet.com.
tr/2007/06/17/siyaset/siy01.html). 

14. “PKK Propaganda by Mayors from DtP,” Sabah (istanbul), July 10, 
2007. available online (http://english.sabah.com.tr/D1D38e74947
D4e27a30D8efa6BB0f1B7.html).

after failing to elect gul as president in the parlia-
ment, the aKP passed a constitutional amendment 
in May to change the current system and elect the 
president through a direct popular vote. Then, how-
ever, President sezer vetoed this amendment and, on 
June 18, referred it to the constitutional court, as is 
required by the turkish constitution.�� 

the aKP has since used the presidential election 
issue to bolster its support in the conservative ana-
tolian heartland and also to enter the elections from 
a position of strength. Numerous times, aKP leaders 
have said that gul’s candidacy, which was shot down 
in May, continues until the presidential election issue 
is resolved. By insisting that gul’s candidacy continues 
and discussing the botched presidential election as a 

“case of injustice,” the aKP portrays itself as the under-
dog, a position most turks find politically attractive. 
This stance has so far boosted the party’s popularity. 

on July 5, the turkish constitutional court over-
turned President sezer’s earlier veto of the aKP’s 
amendment.�� the court also decided to take the 
amendment to the previously mentioned referen-
dum on october 21. The new political picture allow-
ing direct presidential elections should steal some of 
the aKP’s thunder on the presidential election issue. 
Nevertheless, the party seems intent on maintaining 
its rhetorical position as the underdog in this regard. 
as soon as the court called for a referendum, gul 
suggested that the 120-day waiting period, a cool-
ing-off period stipulated by the turkish constitution 
on all referenda, be decreased to 45 days�� so that the 
presidential election could be held at the same time as 
the parliamentary elections. The more the presiden-
tial election debate is entwined with the parliamen-
tary elections, the more the aKP wins. as long as the 

15. for the relevant report, see “sezer’den Referandum süresini 
Kısaltan yasaya Veto” (sezer vetoes the law that shortens the 
period of referendum), Sabah (istanbul), June 16, 2007. available 
online (www.sabah.com.tr/2007/06/18/haber,3e80f3447D0B45e
Ba22385Dfc2B90e2B.html). 

16. More information is available in “anayasa Mahkemesi sezer ve 
chP’nin İstemini Reddetti” (constitutional court rejects sezer 
and chP’s request), Milliyet (istanbul), July 5, 2007. available 
online (www.milliyet.com.tr/2007/07/05/son/sonsiy26.asp).

17. for the full report, see “Mahkemeden sürpriz Karar, Köşk İçin 
ekim’de Referandum Var” (surprise decision from the court 
calls for referendum for the presidency), Zaman (istanbul), July 
6, 2007. available online (www.zaman.com.tr/webapp-tr/haber.
do?haberno=560587). 
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aKP casts itself as the underdog party “fighting for 
the will of the people,” projecting an image of a “small, 
feisty boxer nobody wants to see lose,” this portrayal 
will boost the party’s popularity. 

Turkey after July 22
Barring any unforeseen changes, the aKP will likely 
emerge as the first party on July 22. if the preceding 
factors help it, the aKP could even win a parliamen-
tary majority, although a slimmer one than the super-
majority it now enjoys. should the preceding factors 
take votes away from the aKP, an alternative outcome 
would be a chP-MhP coalition. instead of bringing 
political stability, however, such developments would 
likely usher in new political tensions.

Exit the Center-Right
Despite recent international press coverage citing the 
aKP’s probusiness policies as evidence it is a “liberal 
party,”�� the turks’ perception of what is liberal—a 
weak political tradition in turkey—what is right, and 
what is left is detached from this conclusion. Most 
turks judge politicians and political parties based on 
the pedigree of these leaders and parties in the coun-
try’s early democratic experience of the 1950s and the 
1960s.

in this regard, the turks perceive four major political 
trends: the left, represented by the chP, a party founded 
by Mustafa Kemal ataturk; the center-right, rooted in 
the Democrat Party of the 1950s; nationalism, anchored 
in the MhP of the 1960s; and islamism, rooted in the 
1960s Milli gorus (National outlook) movement and 
the RP. on July 22, the aKP might consolidate a good 
part of the center-right, effectively swallowing this 
political current. such a development would embolden 
the aKP. it would also open the way for the aKP to 
be seen, especially by the leftists and the nationalists, as 

“Milli Gorus on steroids,” in other words, “islamists that 
have co-opted the center-right.” This perception would 
boost an already emerging political fault line between 
turkey’s islamists and the nationalist-leftists. if the DP 

18. see, for example, owen Matthews, “the Prince of Deference: 
how Will turkey’s Next leader impact iraq?” Newsweek, april 
25, 2007. available online (www.msnbc.msn.com/id/18317348/site/
newsweek/).

does not enter the parliament on July 22, the disappear-
ance of the center-right could be the biggest challenge 
of the turkish political landscape.

Macro vs. Micro Turkey
as in judging the aKP’s political credentials, evaluat-
ing the aKP’s performance since 2002 gives two dif-
ferent pictures, one from the outside and one from the 
inside, as well as a political fault line. on the one hand, 
the turkish economy has grown in leaps and bounds 
over the past years, and turkey has become a choice 
investment market. these developments have cre-
ated a rather promising macro picture of the country, 
mostly seen from outside. on the other hand, a dif-
ferent, micro picture of the country, seen from within, 
also exists. The fact that millions of middle-class turks, 
especially women, took part in the anti-aKP demon-
strations in the spring implies that at a micro level, a 
new aKP government would be seen as an unwelcome 
development by middle-class turks. in this regard, 
lifestyle issues, such as the debate over turban (a spe-
cific women’s head cover that emerged in turkey in 
the mid-1980s and is considered a political symbol by 
the courts, which ban it for public employees and on 
college campuses) will play a big role after July 22 in 
mobilizing micro turkey against the macro picture and 
thus against the aKP. 

The “Presidential Problem”
the previously mentioned fault lines are emerging 
within the background of a 550-seat parliament in 
which, under the system in place until the october 
referendum, 367 votes are needed to elect a president. 
Moreover, the legislature has thirty days to elect a new 
president after the elections, or it will be dissolved. in 
that case, likely political instability awaits turkey in all 
three postelection scenarios:

in the best-case scenario, even if everything goes 
normally after July 22, multiple polls and the 
uncertainty over the presidential elections (turkey 
would be electing its president while at the same 
time changing the way it elects presidents) would 
likely usher in postelection political instability on 
par with the april–May period. 

n
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in the case of a four- or five-party parliament, no 
party will be able to muster 367 seats by itself to elect 
a president. if the aKP and the other parties cannot 
avoid the emergent fault lines and elect a president, 
the parliament will be dissolved, opening the way for 
new parliamentary elections, which would coincide 
with the referendum on direct presidential elections. 
at that point, turkey would be electing its president, 
changing the way it elects a president, and holding 
general elections almost all at the same time. This 
complicated political soup would effectively throw 
the country into a polarized political chaos. 

finally, in the less likely case of a three-party par-
liament with only the aKP, chP, and DtP rep-
resented—a not-impossible outcome—the aKP 
would have enough seats to elect the president by 

n

n

itself. this development, however, would activate 
the fault lines previously discussed, ushering in a 
postelection political maelstrom. 

Consensus Building and the U.S. Role
Beyond the elections, any winner of the July 22 polls 
will need to take into account that democracy is the 
art of consensus building, a feature that has been 
absent from turkish politics since the aKP moved 
to elect gul as president in april–May 2006. Rather 
than promising stability, July 22 could be the continu-
ation of a politically tumultuous period that began 
in april–May 2006. The need for political consensus 
around a secular democracy is bigger today than ever 
before, and the u.s. administration should make this 
concern a focal point of its rhetoric on turkey to pre-
vent further political instability. 
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On November 16, 2006, iraq’s interior minis-
ter Jawad al-Bolani issued an arrest warrant 
for harith al-Dhari, secretary general of 

the Muslim scholars association (Msa), iraq’s most 
influential sunni religious organization. Dhari, who is 
presumed to have close ties to elements in the sunni 
islamo-nationalist insurgency, is charged with incit-
ing terrorism and violence. The announcement comes 
at a time of heightened u.s. pressure on iraqi prime 
minister Nouri al-Maliki to bolster iraq’s security and 
reduce the sectarian violence.

The next day, after a barrage of criticism emanat-
ing from iraq’s sunni leaders, the iraqi government 
took steps to distance itself from the announcement; 
iraq’s deputy prime minister, Barham salih, said that 
the warrant came from the judiciary and was thus 
issued only to investigate alleged criminal activities 
committed by Dhari. Because of the popular support 
the Msa enjoys from iraq’s sunni community, the 
announcement may further alienate sunni politicians, 
galvanize the sunni islamo-nationalist insurgency, 
and inflame sectarian tensions.

this paper explores the nature of the Muslim 
scholars association and its origins, evolution, polit-
ical dispositions, and place within the sunni politi-
cal, religious, and insurgent landscape. the Msa
plays a key role in the sunni arab politics of iraq, 
defining political positions for the sunni commu-
nity on important issues, acting as an informal inter-
locutor and tacit spokesperson for the sunni arab 
insurgents, and mobilizing support for resistance to 
occupation.

Background
The Muslim scholars association (hayat al-ulema 
al-Muslimin) is a sunni religious organization that 
claims to represent 3,000 mosques and speak on 
behalf of iraqi sunnis.� the membership includes 
those of arabic and Kurdish backgrounds, as well 
as the extremist salafi current.� although not a for-
mal political party, the Msa takes distinct political 
positions. it is the largest and most powerful sunni 
religious, and perhaps political, organization in iraq 
and has ties with the iraqi islamic Party, the main 
constituent of the iraqi accordance front, and the 
Waqf, the government’s sunni religious endowment, 
which funds sunni mosques and religious activities 
throughout iraq. additionally, the Msa is believed to 
have ties to elements in the sunni islamo-nationalist 
insurgency� and to provide it political support, logis-
tical assistance, and financial resources. 

Inception of MSA
The Msa arose shortly after the fall of saddam hus-
sein in response to a need to fill the power vacuum 
created with the fall of the regime. its rise was seen 
publicly with the return to iraq of Dr. ahmed al-
Kubeisi, “iraq’s most important sunni scholar,”� from 

1. edward Wong, “the Views of sunnis stay grounded in Past,” 
International Herald Tribune, July 18, 2005.

2. Quoted in “leader profiles iraq’s new sunni ulema organization,” 
al-Jazeera, BBc Monitoring, february 16, 2004.

3. ian fisher, “leading Muslim clerics in iraq condemn Bombing 
of churches,” New York Times, august 3, 2004.

4. Nir Rosen, In the Belly of the Green Bird: The Triumph of the Martyrs 
in Iraq (New york: free Press), 2006, 27. 
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